Information diffusion models typically assume a discrete timeline in which an information token spreads in the network. Since users in real-world networks vary significantly in their intensity and periods of activity, our objective in this work is to answer: How to determine a temporal scale that best agrees with the observed information propagation within a network?
I. INTRODUCTION
Models for information propagation in social networks generally assume a discrete timeline [1] , [2] . At the same time, data is collected at different temporal resolutions: e.g. minutes, hours, weeks. Hence, a common first step in analysis is to define a temporal scale to aggregate events in the network into discrete snapshots. Implicit in this is the assumption that there exists a single temporal resolution that works well for all network nodes and periods of activity. Empirical studies of social network activity, however, demonstrate a wide variance in activity levels across users and across time [3] , [4] , [5] , challenging the above assumption. How can we account for heterogeneity in user activity over time when analyzing information propagation data from real-world networks?
To address the above problem, we propose the problem of detecting data-driven heterogeneous temporal aggregations for information diffusion under the widely-adopted independent cascade (IC) model [1] , [6] . We formalize the problem as finding the temporal aggregation that maximizes the likelihood of observed cascades according to the IC model. We refer to Δ1,2 = 1, 1 2, 2 3, 6 LL(Δ1,2) = −34.6 Fig. 1 . An example network and two cascades X (1) and X (2) with their original measured activation times between 1 and 6. Assuming an independent cascade with spontaneous activation probability pe = 0.001 and a neighbor propagation probability pn = 0.1, the best clock for X (1) is Δ 1 with a log-likelihood LL = −13.9 and the best clock for X (2) is Δ 2 with LL = −16.3. An optimal clock that maximizes the likelihood of both cascades is Δ 1,2 , which is suboptimal for the individual cascades.
such an optimal temporal aggregation as a network clock: a discrete timeline with time steps determined by user activity as opposed to regular intervals of "wall-clock" time. The example in Fig. 1 involves a small graph of 7 nodes (left) and two cascades X 1 and X 2 (right), which are observed over the duration of 6 discrete time steps. On the right, cascades are presented as directed graphs where edges denote the possibility of influence from an activated node to a network neighbor which is activated at a later time (the horizontal position of nodes corresponds to their original time of activation). Using the original time scale for cascade X 1 will render the activations of nodes 5 and 0 spontaneous, since under IC activated nodes can only influence neighbors in the immediately following time step. This view of time will result in a low IC likelihood; neighbor activations are typically more likely. An alternative is the clock Δ 1 , which aggregates the middle 4 time ticks into a single time step, i.e. the activations of nodes 2 and 5 are treated as simultaneous. All activations except the first are now explained by the immediately prior influence of a neighbor; this clock maximizes the likelihood of the observed activations being produced by an IC process.
In our running example ( Fig. 1 ), the clocks Δ 1 and Δ 2 that optimize the two cascades separately are both different from each other and from the clock that maximizes the likelihood of both cascades considered together (Δ 1,2 ). Imposing the same overall clock on all users and all cascade instances may be overly restrictive. Different users might engage in the information propagation at different times depending on their interest, overall activity, time zone, etc. In addition, different information, e.g. videos vs. text, may spread at different rates and at different times. Hence, we also consider the problem of finding multiple clocks for a single dataset.
Our contributions in this work are as follows: 1. We introduce the novel concept of heterogeneous network clocks: optimal temporal aggregations for observed information diffusion in social media. We show that while the single network clock (OC) problem can be solved polynomially, the multiple network clocks (kOC) problem is NP-hard. 2. We provide an exact solution for OC that, while polynomial, is impractical for non-trivial instances. We also propose fast solutions for both OC and kOC, capable of processing instances with millions of nodes and cascade activations. 3. We demonstrate the utility of the network clocks for multiple applications, boosting the performance of existing algorithms for cascade size prediction (increase in F 1 -measure by 8%) and cascade completion (improving recall by 0.15 or more) in both synthetic and real-world data.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND COMPLEXITY A. Preliminaries
We work with a static directed network G(V, E). Cascades, X i = {(u, t)}, are sets of node-time pairs representing a process diffusing through the network and activating node u at time t. Each cascade activates a vertex at most once. The set of all observed cascades in a data set is X = {X 1 , . . . , X m }. We use a discrete timeline where times in X span [1, T ] .
We focus on the well-studied independent cascade (IC) model initially introduced in [1] . The critical notion in this model is that nodes can only influence neighbors for a single time period after activation; a node that is activated at time t increases the likelihood that its inactive neighbors activate at time t + 1, but not at t + 2 or any later time. We assume uniform activation probabilities: p n , the chance that a newly activated node activates any neighbor, and p e , the chance that an inactive node "spontaneously" activates due to external factors. However, our methods are directly applicable to the non-uniform IC setting.
The set of incoming neighbors of u is denoted by N (u) = {v | (v, u) ∈ E}; these are the nodes that can potentially influence u. The set of nodes activated as part of a cascade X at time t is denoted by A(X, t). The activation time of node v within cascade X is denoted as X(v). Finally, the set of newly active neighbors of v at time t are denoted as C(X, v, t) = A(X, t − 1) ∩ N (v), i.e. those are the nodes that can potentially activate v at time t.
Given the above definitions, we can quantify the a priori likelihood that node v is part of cascade X at time t as follows:
This likelihood reflects the possibility of a node being activated by at least one contagious neighbor or by sources external to the network. In order to characterize the likelihood of all independent observations, we use the common practice of working with log-likelihoods. Thus, the log-likelihood of node v joining X at time t is LL(X, v, t) = log L(X, v, t).
For convenience, we also define the log likelihood of v not joining X at time t as LL(X, v, t) = log (1 − L(X, v, t)). We can now quantify the log-likelihood of all observed cascades X and their activation events as:
. Network clocks and likelihood improvement
Consider an online social network user who checks her feed upon waking up, once or twice during lunch break, and several times in the evening. No uniform timeline can explain her activity sessions well -short time steps will make morning activity appear unrelated to posts that came in overnight, while long time steps may lose information about rapid responses that occur in the evening. A heterogeneous division of the timeline is needed to accurately explain such activity.
A network clock Δ is a partitioning of T into contiguous segments corresponding to "new" discrete time steps. In the example from Fig. 1 , the clock Δ 1 for cascade X (1) partitions the time into intervals 1, 1 , 2, 5 and 6, 6 , which renders the activations of nodes 2 and 5 simultaneous.
Formally, a network clock
The two extreme clocks are the maximum aggregation (i.e. all original timestamps are simultaneous): Δ max = { 1, T }, and the minimum aggregation, corresponding to the original timeline: Δ min = { 1, 1 . . . T, T }. The total number of possible clocks is 2 T −1 , since we can either split or not between any two consecutive points in 1, T .
For a fixed clock Δ, we treat the δ i as individual consecutive time steps (indexed by i); however, as necessary we also use δ Δ (t) to denote the unique interval δ ∈ Δ containing the original time t. The set of nodes activated during δ is denoted A(X, δ) = te(δ) t=ts(δ) A(X, t); other temporal entities are similarly mapped from the original times t to periods δ. We can now redefine the likelihood of an observed activation during interval δ i following interval δ i−1 as:
(3) Note that the set of "contagious" neighbors of v at time δ i are determined by the preceding interval:
. As a result, different clocks will result in different likelihoods of observed events. We denote the log-likelihood of all events given a clock as LL(X|Δ), defined analogously to Eq. 2, where the sum over t and selection of active nodes is replaced by a sum over clock intervals.
Our goal is to find the clock that best explains X. We use Δ max as a default clock and define an improvement function relative to it: I(X|Δ) = LL(X|Δ) − LL(X|Δ max ).
In our example in Fig. 1 the default clock Δ max will render the activation of all nodes spontaneous (i.e. activated from external sources) due to the lack of preceding time steps, and thus, of contagious neighbors. The log-likelihood of cascade X (1) (in red) under the default clock Δ max is L(X (1) |Δ min ) = −23.5, while the same quantity for clock Δ 1 is L(X (1) |Δ 1 ) = −13.9, hence the improvement of Δ 1 for cascade X (1) is I(X (1) |Δ 1 ) = 9.6. Similarly, the improvement of the clock Δ 1,2 when both cascades are considered simultaneously can be calculated as I({X (1) , X (2) }|Δ 1,2 ) = −34.6 − (−40) = 5.4. Problem OC asks for the single partition of time that best captures the temporal properties of all observed cascades X given the IC model. The problem is most applicable in cases where either all of the network nodes have similar temporal habits of social network interactions (e.g. 9am-5pm office workers) or when cascades progress in a similar fashion.
C. Optimal network clock problems: OC and kOC
The assumption of a single temporal clock shared among all network nodes might be too stringent considering the size, scope and heterogeneity of real-world OSN users. To account for diverse users we also consider a multiple clock version of the problem, where each node "follows" a single clock.
Instead of imposing the same clock on all nodes, we can model different behavioral patterns as multiple clocks that individual nodes follow. Given a set of clocks D = {Δ 1 , Δ 2 ..., Δ k }, we define their improvement as:
where X(v) denotes the activations of node v in all cascades in X. Note that I(X|D) can be evaluated in polynomial time if the set of clocks D is predefined by calculating the likelihood of each node v's activations according to each clock.
In our example in Fig. 1 clock Δ 1,2 is the best single clock when considering both cascades X = {X (1) , X (2) }; however, under this clock, the influence from 6 → 5 in X (1) is discounted since 6 is activated in the first interval of Δ 1,2 , while 5 is activated in its third interval. Similarly, the potential influences from 1 → 3 and 3 → 4 in X (2) are discarded as all of those activations are rendered simultaneous according to Δ 1,2 . Consider, however, a second alternative clock for these cascades Δ = 1, 3 3, 4 4, 6 . The improvement of both clocks will exceed that of Δ 1,2 alone, i.e. I(X|Δ 1,2 , Δ) > I(X|Δ 1,2 ), since the likelihoods of the activations of nodes 3 and 4 will increase by being reassigned to Δ, thus considering all of their potential network activations. For general 1 < k < |V | the problem is NP-hard; proof of this assertion is provided in the extended version of this paper [7] .
III. ALGORITHMS FOR OPTIMAL CLOCK DETECTION
We present an exact DP solution for OC in polynomial time. Its complexity, however, makes it challenging to apply to real-world instances; hence we propose a fast and accurate greedy (GR) alternative. Although kOC is NP-hard, we show that the improvement function is monotonic and submodular with respect to the set of solution clocks, leading to greedy generalizations GRDP and GR 2 of our single clock solutions, the former featuring an approximation guarantee. Tbl. I summarizes the algorithms and results discussed in this section.
A. Single-clock approaches
We be:
where LL(v, X, δ e s ← δ ). We are still calculating improvements of Δ max , hence the log p e term. The total improvement of the interval transition δ e s is defined as the sum of all node improvements in all cascades:
). (6) We will denote with I * (δ e s , X) the best improvement of loglikelihood up to and including interval δ e s , over all sequences of preceding intervals. In other words, I * (δ e s , X) is the optimal clock up to time e, such that the last interval in the clock is δ e s . We can recursively define this quantity as:
The maximum in the definition is taken over the set of all intervals ending immediately before δ e s : δ s−1 ← . The OC solution is then I(X|Δ * ) = argmax δ∈δ T ← I * (δ, X). Alg. 1 presents the steps of the DP algorithm based on Eq. 7. Steps 1-3 handle the base cases of the recursion; in intervals staring at t = 1 all activations are perforce spontaneous, resulting in zero improvement. The nested loops in Steps 4-9 incrementally compute the best improvement (Step 6) of Algorithm 1 DP Require: Graph G, set of cascades X Ensure: Clock Δ * solution to OC 1: for e = 1 . . . T do 2: I * (δ e 1 , X) = I(δ e 1 ← ∅, X) = 0 // Init. intervals starting at t=1 3: end for 4: for s = 2 . . . T do 5:
for e = s . . . T do 6:
is the maximizer in I * (δ e s , X) 8: end for 9: end for 10: δ T b = argmax δ∈δ T ← I * (δ, X) // Last interval of Δ * 11: Reconstruct Δ * by recursively following bt() starting from bt(δ T b ) 12: return Δ * intervals of increasing starting position. Finally, the interval of best improvement is selected among those that end at T and the optimal clock is reconstructed by backtracking from this interval using bt() (Steps 10-11). The complexity is effectively O(|X| 4 ), which is prohibitive for large real-world instances. As a fast alternative, we propose a top-down greedy approach (GR) that scales almost linearly. Starting from the default clock Δ max , it adds one partition at a time by splitting existing intervals. The greedy aspect is in the selection of the next split based on improvement of the score, using a modified sweep line algorithm [8] ; we present the details of GR in [7] . The total runtime is O(m|X| log(|X|)), where m is the number of sweeps needed. While m = |X| in the worst case, in our experiments m remained quite small and GR scaled near-linearly to large real-world instances. (See Sec. IV)
B. Multi-clock approaches
Unlike OC, kOC is NP-hard. We propose a greedy GRDP solution and show that it ensures a (1 − 1/e)-approximation. To construct a greedy solution for kOC we need to be able to find the best next clock Δ to add to an existing solution of selected clocks D. Let f D : V → D be a surjective function that selects Δ for each v to maximize I(v, X|Δ). Define:
where I(v, X|f D (v)) is the improvement due to v's activation as part of cascade X in the best clock that v is mapped to in the solutions so far f D (v). We can then provide DP with D as an addditional input, replacing all improvement functions (Steps 2,6,7,10) with the corresponding improvements given D. The overall GRDP algorithm starts with an empty set of clocks and incrementally adds the next best clock returned by DP (f D (v)). Since this is a greedy selection, it is guaranteed to return a solution of at least (1 − 1/e)OP T due to Corr. 1. Its reliance on DP gives it a complexity of O(k|X| 4 ); thus, we also extend GR in similar fashion to obtain a double-greedy TABLE II  DATASETS USED FOR EVALUATION. GR 2 scheme. The complexity of GR 2 is O(k|X| 2 ) in the worst case; further details are in the extended version [7] .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION Evaluation datasets are summarized in Tbl. II. Our Twitter dataset includes propagation of URLs over two months within a snowball subnetwork of the Twitter follower graph including 3.3k users [3] . We expand shortened URLs from tweet messages and focus on domains of popular news and commentary websites (e.g. foxnews, breitbart, thehill) as well as photo and video domains, e.g. youtube, instagram, etc. Unique URLs tweeted by at least 5 nodes form individual cascades resulting in 7.6k cascades and 117k total activations.
Our anonymized Flickr data from [10] includes friendship links and favorite photo markings. We treat each photo as a cascade over the friendship graph; "favorite" markings are our activations. We create two datasets for evaluation: all cascades of sizes exceeding 500 (Flikr-s) and all cascades of sizes exceeding 200 (Flikr-b).
We also generate scale-free synthetic networks of at least 1000 nodes and sample IC cascades (p n = 0.1, p e = 0.001).
To simulate the temporal heterogeneity of real-world activations, we randomly stretch each original time step and distribute its activations across the resulting time steps.
A. Clock discovery: scalability, quality and stability
We compare the quality of GR to the optimal solution Δ opt found with DP in Fig. 2(a) . GR's improvement consistently exceeds 90% of the optimal. We also plot several periodic clocks. As expected, only by allowing the temporal resolution to change with time do we obtain an effective model of cascade behavior. GR's near-optimal solution quality is critical, since DP algorithm does not scale to large instances ( Fig. 2(b) ). In contrast, GR scales nearly linearly with the number of activations and discovers high-quality clocks in real-world data with as many as one million activations (see Fig. 3(c) ).
In the multi-clock (kOC) setting, we observe similar trends for GRDP and GR 2 . While GRDP provides a guarantee of a (1 − 1/e)-approximate solution, its reliance on DP limits its scalability to large instances. As observed in Figs. 2(c),2(d) , the quality of GR 2 's solutions closely match those of GRDP with more than an order of magnitude speed-up.
We perform similar evaluation on Twitter and Flickr data. The quality trends for Flickr-b for single-clock discovery are presented in Fig. 3(a) . Ideally one should compare I(Δ) to I(Δ opt ) (found using DP), as we did in Fig. 2(a) ; however, because these networks are larger, this was impractical for all but the smallest instances. GR's improvement score closely matches that of DP up to 200 activations and persistently dominates fixed-width aggregations for larger instances. Similar quality is observed for Twitter OC and for both datasets for kOC (figures omitted due to space constraints). Fig. 3(c) shows the runtime for GR on our three real-world data sets. Note Twitter requires greater execution time than Flickr for equivalent numbers; this is because running time of GR is affected by the network density and our Twitter network is much denser. Sparser data (e.g. using @mentions instead of follows) would likely allow for much faster execution. While the largest size of Flickr-b requires several hours to extract a clock, the dataset contains 1m activations in an 8.4m-edge network. For kOC, the trends (omitted due to space) are similar to those in synthetic data. Most notably, GR 2 remains linear in k, since it performs the same call to GR for each round of clock discovery. All algorithms exhibit low sensitivity to the parameters p e and p n . More details are available in [7] .
We present a visualization of the clocks obtained by applying GR 2 (k = 3) to the Twitter network in Fig. 5(a) ; it is readily apparent that the clocks are all quite distinct. Fig. 5(b) shows that diminishing returns rapidly kick in -the third clock provides only 1% of the overall improvement -suggesting that two activity patterns dominate this dataset.
B. Applications of optimal clocks
Inferring missing cascade activations. Zong et al. [11] study the problem of detecting hidden cascade activations in the context of IC and propose the WPCT algorithm to infer missing observations. We seek to improve the performance of WPCT by providing it with clock information obtained from GR. To generate test data, we take complete cascades and then uniformly drop activations, removing them from the data provided to WPCT. Each of these dropped activations that is returned by the algorithm is counted as a true positive result.
The results on synthetic data are shown in Figs. 4(a)-4(b). Each figure shows three traces: the result after applying the clock found by GR, the result after applying a homogeneous clock with the same number of intervals as the GR clock (AGG-match), and the baseline (MIN) using the original timeline (Δ min ). Using the GR clock greatly increases the F 1 -measure when cascades have been stretched, mirroring the case when the original temporal resolution is too high. It also outperforms both alternatives for any rate of hiding activations. The prediction quality decreases for large drop rate ( Fig. 4(b) ) due to the large number of possible candidates -the recall for such cases is still high, but precision decreases drastically.
Both real networks are quite dense, resulting in huge number of candidates for completion and thus high false positive rates in all cases. Hence, we only plot recall instead of F 1 -measure ( Figs. 4(c)-4(d) ). The GR clock provides a significant boost to recall in both cases; in the Flickr data, the baselines fail nearly completely-only with the proper clock do we get any significant number of true positives. Predicting cascade size. Recently Cheng et al [12] used multiple features of the m-prefix of observed cascades (the first m activations) to predict their eventual size. The authors observed that temporal features have the greatest impact on prediction accuracy -precisely the features which will be most affected by inappropriate aggregations of the timeline. For example, a cascade begun late at night might be incorrectly predicted as slow-growing because of the delay before rapid propagation in the morning.
We employ only the temporal features proposed in [12] and set up the same prediction problem: Given the first m activations, how likely is it that a cascade exceeds size αm, α ≥ 1? We set α ≈ 1.5 to produce equal numbers of small (|X| < αm) and large (|X| ≥ αm) cascades. We compare the F1-measure in cross-validation of the temporal features according to the original times of activation and according to the clock obtained by GR.
In Twitter the optimal clock improves the F1 measure by 7% for m = 20 and 8% for m = 30; for shorter prefixes, it performs on par with the original clock. Significant improvement in Flickr occurs for prefixes of size 600 and higher. The cascades in Flickr tend to be very large and many of the original activations are disconnected in the network, preventing the clock from boosting the informativeness of the features. This might be due to many popular photos being featured, thus inducing non-network driven favorite markings. V. RELATED WORK To our knowledge, we are the first to propose algorithms for model-driven heterogeneous time aggregations of dynamic network data on information cascades. Yang et al. [5] proposed varying time windows to mine progression stages in event sequences; however, this work involves no network structure. The effect of homogeneous aggregations of the timeline in dynamic networks is better-studied: Different fixed window sizes and their effect on the resulting temporal smoothness of network statistics were considered in [13] , [14] . Significant differences in the structural features of networks formed by aggregating mobile call records at different resolutions was observed in [15] , and the effect of aggregation window size on predicting changes in the network was studied in [16] . In all of these, the focus is on smoothness of global or local network statistics and the proposed approaches select a homogeneous time scale.
Other approaches for cascade completion were also considered [17] , as well as the problem of missing data when trying to limit cascades [18] . Providing information about the optimal clock to such algorithms could potentially improve their overall performance as well. Other applications to which clock data could be applied include influence maximization [19] and estimation of the diffusion probabilities of IC [20] .
VI. CONCLUSION We proposed network clocks: heterogeneous partitions of the timeline that best explain observed information propagation cascades in real-world networks with respect to the independent cascade model (IC). We showed an optimal DP solution for the single optimal clock (OC) problem and a scalable greedy alternative GR that matches (within 10%) DP's quality, but is able to detect clocks in an 8.4-million-edge Flickr network with over a million cascade activations. We demonstrated that the multi-clock problem (kOC) is NP-hard and proposed both a (1 − 1/e)-approximation GRDP and a fast and accurate heuristic GR 2 . The detected clocks enable improved cascade size classification (up to 8% lift in F 1 ) and improved missing cascade data inference (0.15 higher recall) in Twitter and Flickr networks, compared to using the original time or fixed-window aggregations of time.
